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The use of proper prior densities in regression models with multi-
variate non-Normal elliptical error distributions is examined when the
scale matrix is known up to a precision factor t, treated as a nuisance
parameter. Marginally equivalent models preserve the convenient predictive
and posterior results on the parameter of interest p obtained in the refe-
rence case of the Normal model and its conditionally natural conjugate
gamma prior. Prior densities inducing this property are derived for two
special cases of non-Normal elliptical densities representing very dif-
ferent patterns of tail behaviour. In a linear framework, so-called semi-
conjugate prior structures are defined as leading to marginal equivalence
to a Normal data density with a fully natural conjugate prior.
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1. Introduction
Part of the literature in Bayesian econometrics has been directed
towards broadening the distributional assumptions on the error terms of
the multiple regression model. Zellner (1976) considered Student t errors
end concluded that inference still remains relatively simple with diffuse
priors. Jammalamadaka et al. (1987), Chib et al. (1988) and Osiewalski
(1991) considered errors distributed as scale mixtures of Normals and
stated that under certain improper prior assumptions both prediction and
posterior inference is unaffected by such departures from Normality.
Under improper priors, these results were generalized to any
multivariate elliptical data density in Osiewalski and Steel (1990). They
showed that it suffices to single out a scalar precision factor T on which
we specify a Jeffreys' type prior to obtain full robustness within the
entire family of multivariate elliptical sampling models. This robustness
property holds for both predictive and for posterior results on the para-
meters other than K. If we, however, insist on using proper prior struc-
tures, the results of Zellner (1976) already suggest that such robustneas
no longer occurs.
We consider two parametric families of sampling densities P and P~
with the parameter of interest ~B in common end different sets of nuisance
parameters. Bayesian models from both families are called marginally
equivalent if prior densities are such that they lead to the same poste-
rior inference on g and the same predictive inference. In particular, we
take P to be the class of multivariate elliptical data densities with
location parameter p and nuisance parameter b involving t. For P~ we
choose the usual Normal sampling model with the same location vector and
with nuisance precision factor 9~. A convenient reference prior pM(plp) is
the conditional natural conjugate gamma density, and we examine which
(proper) priors on b, given g, make a non-Normal member of P marginally
equivalent to the Normal model with gamma prior. For two leading examples,
the Student t case and the model which is unifo~ over an ellipsoid, such
conditional priors of b are derived in closed form. These special cases
correspond to, respectively, thicker tails than the Normal, and truncated
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tails, and thus require very different priors to offset this tail behavi-
our. The eFfect of the heavy tails in the Student data density if neutral-
ized by prior restrictions on the parameter apace. In the opposite case of
uniformity over the interior of an ellipsoid, the absence of sempling
tails is compensated by a conditional prior density of b which has a
thicker tail than the reference gamma density.
In the linear regression model, an even more convenient prior
structure is the particular Student-gamma form which is natural conjugate
for botti p and p under Normality. For alternative linear elliptical samp-
ling processes, any prior on (S,b) that induces marginal equivalence with
this Normal-natural conjugate model will be called semi-conjugate. Mimick-
ing the behaviour of this most popular reference model is seen to imply
some potentially severe restrictions.
For convenience, probability density functions not explicited in
the course of the paper, are grouped in an appendix.
2. Marginally equivalent Bayesian models
Consider a parametric family P- {p(ylp,b) : ~B E B, b E e} of
probability densities for a vector observation y, where g is a parameter
of primary interest and b is a nuisance parameter. Suppose also that there
is another parametric family P„ -{p„(ylp,p) ; p E B, ~ E ~} for y in
which g plays the same role as in P (e.g., p is a location parameter for
both P and P„), but p need not be linked to b(even the dimensions can
differ). Now consider the two 8ayesien models, i.e. joint densities for
observations and parameters,
P(Y,H.b) ' P(YIP.b)P(S.b). (2.1)
PN(Y.P.F) - P~(YI~,~)P~(P,~). (2.2)
where p(g,b) and pM(p,p) are prior densities for the parameters of P and
P~, respectively.
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If g has the same interpretation in both parametric families, we
can regard it as having a reality independent of the choice of P or Pw,
and thus we will naturally require that the marginal prior density of s
does not depend on the choice of the sampling family, i.e.
P(P.á) - P(P)P(SIP) (2.3)
and
Pw(f~.~) - P(A)Pw(~IS) (2.4)
Suppose that pw(y,s,~p) has a particularly convenient form. The issue is
then whether we can use this convenient model for Bayesian marginal poste-
rior inference about p and for predictíve inference when y comes from a
density in P rather than a density in Pw. For this to be valid, the
Bayesian models in (2.1) and (2.2) must be marginally equivalent for y and
p, i.e.
P(Y.~) - Pr(Y.~). (2.5)
where P(Y.A) - f~P(YI~.b)P(S.bldb.
Pw(Y.~) - f~Pw(YI~.~)Pw(~.~)d9~.
Under (2.3) and (2.4), (2.5) reduces to the requirement that the margi-
nalized likelihoods








In this paper we assume that P is the class of n-variate non-
Normal elliptical data densities with location vector h(X,~B) and scale
i-1V, redefining b as b-(T,v)
1 n
P(YIH.b) - fg(YIh(X,R).t-1V) - (VI-2T2B{LY-h(X.P)]'TV-1CY-h(X.1~)]}.
(z.9)
n-1
where g(.) is a known nonnegative function indexed by v such that u2 g(u)
is integrable in u over Ri. The latter requirement is shown in e.g. Kelker
(19~0) and Dickey and Chen (1985) to be necessary and sufficient for pro-
perness of (2.9). g(.) essentislly controls tail behaviour. Note that non-
Normality of (2.9) means that g(u) is not exponentiel in u E Rt. We also
assume throughout the paper that the alternative family Pw consists of the
Normal densities
Pw(YIs.9~) - NÍYIh(X.P).~ 1V) -
n 1 n
' Í2rt)-ZIVI-2~2exp{- 2 CY-h(X,ls)]~V-1CY-h(X,P)]}. (2.10)
Thus, in the case considered in the paper, T and p are positive scalar
parameters (precision parameters) snd v E N which may be empty. In both
(2.9) and (2.10), V is a known nxn PDS matrix, and h is a known vector
function of the matrix X and of g E B C Rk. The regression models condi-
tion on X which is independent of all the parameters in the implied condi-
tional models. A convenient concept that ensures the latter condition is a
Bayesian cut [see Florens and Mouchart (1985)]. As conditioning on X will
be maintained throughout the analysis, ít will not be explicited in the
notation. Remark that, in (2.9) and (2.10), the location of ellipsoids is
entirely determined by p(given X), which has an unambiguous interpreta-
tion, irrespective of the parametric family we choose.
Definition 1: any elliptical sempling model from P in (2.9) together with
a prior on the nuisance parameter pg(bIp) is marginally equivalent to a
Normal model from Pw in (2.10) with the prior pw(~Ip) if, under (2.3) and
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(2.4), the marginalized likelihoods p(y~p) end pr(y~g) in (2.6) and (2.~)
coincide. o
An important example of marginal equivalence of Bayesian models is
given by Osl~walski and Steel (1990) who show that the data denaity (2.9)
and the improper prior structure
P(A.b) - P(T)P(P.v) - cT-1P(g.v), i E Rt. p E B. v E N. (2.11)
where c is any positive constant and p(p,v) is integrable in v over N,
lead to the marginalized likelihood
1 n
P(YIP) - cC(2)I~I-2{CY-h(X.~)~~V-1[y-h(X.P)~}-2 (2.12)
for any g(.) not indexed by T. Note that (2.12) is the seme as the margi-
nalized likelihood obtained from (2.10) under the prior structure
Pr(~.9~) - Pr(p)P(S) - Cp-1P(a). p E Ri. ~ E B. (2.13)
Since for the Bayesian models (2.9), (2.11) and (2.10), (2.13) marginal
equivalence holds for any such g(.) ín P, Osiewalski and Steel (1990)
arrive at robustness of posterior and predictive results with respect to
departures from Normality within a broad class of multivariate elliptical
data densities.
In this paper we are also looking for Bayesian marginal equiva-
lence of (2.9) and (2.10), but under proper prior densities pg(b~s). As
could be expected, the results will be much more modest than under the
improper priors in (2.11) and (2.13).
3. Marginal equivalence under proper priors on b given p
Consider the two alternative sampling families P and PM in (2.9)
and (2.10). Given ~6, the precision parameter p of the Normal data density
(2.10) is now assigned the very convenient natural conjugate gamma prior
6
dP.(~I~) - f~(~Iz. ~). (3-1)
where a is a positive constant, and da is a known positive function of g
(ds may be a constant function d). Our interest is in a conditional prior





Pw(Y.A.~) - fN(YIh(X.A).P iV)fG(~I2. ~)P(~) (3.3)
are marginally equivalent. If such a prior pg(bI~) exists, it must fulfil
(2.8) which now specializes to the equation
f~g(Ylh(x.ls).t-1V)Pg(bIP)db - S(YIa. h(X.~). á v-1). (3.4)
~
where the RHS is an n-variate Student t as defined in the Appendix. For
non-Normal elliptical densities, this pg(SIg) will generally differ from
Pw(~I~) in (3.1). and will certainly not always exist in closed form from
(3.4).
Since both ~ and b are nuisance parameters, the most straightfor-
ward way to elicit values for the hyperparameters a end those in d~ in
(3.1) is through the implied properties of the error vector e- y-h(X,p),
which, given X and p, follows a Student t density with a degrees of free-
dom, mean zero if a) 1 and Var(elX,g) - d~~(s-2)V if a) 2. Prior con-
ditional moments of e exist up to a, which is the prior counterpart of n
and conveys the strength of prior beliefs. Values for the hyperparameters
in the prespecified form of d~ (or values for d) can then be elicited by
comparing Var (EIX) to the unconditional variance of y approximated using
the sampling variance [see Richard and Steel (1988, Appendix D)], If we
wish to allow for values of 0( a C 2, the elicitation procedure can be
based on the precision parameter p directly, using E(~Ip) - a~d and~Var(9~Ig) - 2a~d~. Nevertheless, since these moments will generally not
coincide with those of T for marginally equivalent models, we prefer to
link the elicitation process to E, which has an unambiguous meaning, re-
gardless of the particular model. Of course, if b were a parameter of
interest, then the prior pg(b~g) that induces marginal equivalence for a
particular choice of non-Normal elliptical process, may not be judged a
reasonable description of prior beliefs. However, if b is a nuisance para-
meter, the model user will typically not poasess prior information on it.
In the following subsections we give two very different examples
of tail behaviour where closed form solutions of pg(b~p) can be derived.
In practice, such solutions can often be suggested by considering one-to-
one transformations from ( y,p,p,v,v) to (y,p,t,v,z), where v and z are
auxiliary variables that allow us to exploit the fact that the Student
density in Subsection 3.1 is a scale mixture (through z) of Normals, end,
inversely, the reference Normal can be represented as a scale mixture
(through v) of densities uniform over an ellipsoid as used in Subsection
3.z.
3.1. The multivariate t data density
Consider the standard n-variate Student t data density with v
degrees of freedom:
g(Y~h(X.R),t-1V) - S(Y~v. h(X.~). TV 1)
which is of the form (2.9) with
ntv n.vr(-) -
B(u)- 2 (1 ' u) 2 ,
r(2)(vR)n~2 v
(3.5)
depending upon the parameter v E Rt. Tails are now thicker than in the
Normal case (2.10) and moments exist up to (not including) v.




' fB(TI2. vZa, á) Pg(vIB)
s
(3.6)
where pg(vIp) is a proper density which is zero for v s a, and with any
(possibly improper) p(p), is marginally equivalent with p~(y,g,p) in
(3.3).
Proof: i t suffices to check (3.4). In particular, we obtain
P(YI~) - f0 S(YIv. h(X.R). TV 1)
fBlTlz, v2a. á )Pg(vIH)av aT.
~ (3.7)
Td
After the variable transformation from T to Z- y~(1 -~), we can inte-
grate out ; using a beta prime density (see Appendix), and are left with
p(YIs) - S(YIa. h(X.P). á V-1) fN pg(vIP)av, (3.8)
~
so that v can only be updated through its prior links with p and (3.4) is
seen to hold given the properness of pg(vIs). a
The beta prior in (3.6) restricts the parameter space of b to
(O,v~d~). For marginal inference on (y,p) this exactly compensates the
influence of the heavy tails in (3.5) and leads to the same results as in
the Normal model with gamma prior p„(9olg). By choosing a to be a small
enough positive number, we can span the entire Student t class, even in-
cluding Cauchy densities (v - 1). The parameter v, which does not appear
in the Normal model, can never be updated "directly" in the marginally
equivalent model (3.5)-(3.6). See Chib et al. (1991) for e related discus-
sion. The conditional posterior density of T given S and v, however, does
not retain the form of the prior, but can be written as
Pg(TIA.L.Y) ~ fB(TIZ, v2fl' d ) fIB(TIZ - 1. 2 t 1. s). (3.9)~ ~
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where
ss ' LY-h(X.s)]'~-1[Y-n(X.R)]. (3.10)
Prior independence between ~e and p in (3.3) amounts to taking d~ - d, a
positive constant, and renders the beta prior in (3.6) independent of p.
As a-~ 0 and d-~ 0, the kernel of this beta prior becomes proportional to
T-1 (for i E R}), and the Student t marginalized likelihood in (3.8) be-
comes proportional to (2.12). Finally, as v~ m the sampling models in
(2.10) end (3.5) become indistinguishable and the prior of T in (3.6)
indeed tends to the gamma prior of p found in (3.1).
3.2. Uniformity over ellipsoid
Instead of the Student tails, which are thicker than the reference
Normal ones, let us now consider a case with truncated tails. In particu-
lar, we choose the special case of a multivariate Pearson Type II distri-
bution [see e.g. Johnson (198~)], defined by taking g(u) nonzero and con-
stant for u E[0,1) and zero otherwise. Then (2.9) becomes
- IC(n t 1)(T)n,2~V~-} if tsa ( 1,
fg(YIh(X.P). q-1~) {l 2 n
0 otherwise,
(3.11)
where ss was defined in (3.10). The data density ( 3.11) spreads the proba-
bility mass evenly over the ellipaoid {y E Rn : Ts~ t 1} and thus posses-
ses no tails. In this subclass of P the parameter v is absent, so that
b - T .
Proposition 2: the Pearson II sampling model in (3.11) combined with the
following conditional prior:
pg(SIR) - pg(T~A) - fIB(~I2 r 1. 2, d~l). and anY P(P). (3.12)
is marginally equivalent with p~(y,p,p) in (3.3)-
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Proof: we now calculate
-1
Pg(Y~S) - f~ ~(2 t 1)(rt)2 ~yl-i
0
fIB(t~2 . 1, 2, dsl)di, (3.13)
and apply the transformation T-~ ; with ;- tda~(l.id~), which allows
analytical integration of ; and results in (3.4). o
As the data density itself is now restricted, there is no need to
restrict the parameter space in order to obtain the reference result
p„(y,g). Indeed, the tail of (3.12) is even much thicker than for its
gamma counterpart in the Normal case. Note that the inverted beta prior in
(3.12) will be truncated by the sampling model to give the following
posterior:




Again, if we assume prior independence by taking d~ - d, the kernel of
the inverted beta prior ( 3.12) approaches b-1 (for b E Ry) as both a and d
go to zero, and the marginalized likelihood ín (3.13) becomes proportional
to (2.12).
4. Linear regression end semi-conjugate priors
Assume that the prior density in the reference Bayesian model
(3.3) takes the form
P.(~,~) - f~(~Ik2e, z[f a(~-~)'A(s-s)]) S(H~e.H.f A). (4.1)
where e and f are positive constanta, p is a kxl vector and A is a PDS kxk
matrix. Note that d~ defined implicitly in (4.1) is not constant in ~, and
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thus precludes prior independence, and a- kae is greater than the dimen-
sion of ~. Of course, (4.1) is the well-known Student-gamma prior (or
Normal-gamma in the alternative factorization), natural conjugate for both
~ and p in the linear case, i.e. when h(X,~) - X~.
Definition 2: any prior density pg(~,b) which makes the Bayesian model
Pg(Y.~.b) - g(YIXd. T-1V)Pg(S.b) (4.z)
marginally equivalent to
Pw(Y.S.~) ' fN(YIX~. P iV)Pw(~.P) (4.3)
where pw(~,p) is as in (4.1), will be called semi-conjugate. o
Semi-conjugate priors exactly preserve the simple Student t forms
of the marginal prior, posterior and predictive densities of ~ and y which
are obtained in (4.3). Semi-conjugate priors for the types of data distri-
butions considered in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 can immediately be obtained
by taking in (3.2). (3.6) and (3.12) the same a, da and p(S) as in (4.1).
Only the Student t density case will be discussed in some detail. From
(3.6) and (4.1) the prior
Pg(~.b) ' fS(dle.~.f A) fB(clk2e, v-2-e v )P Ív~~)
f i (~-~)'A(~-~) g
(4.4)
with pg(vI~) proper and zero for v 5 kte, is semi-conjugate for the Stu-
dent t data density
fg(Y~XS.T-1V) - fS(YIv,XS.2V-1) (4.5)
The form of the semi-conjugate prior (4.4) shows that severe restrictions
must be put on the Bayesian model (4.2) with the data density (4.5) if we
want to mimic (for marginal inference on ~ and y) the convenient reference
model (4.3). Firstly, the implied marginal density of t is nonzero over
(O,v~f) and the conditional densities of ~, given v and values of
iz
i E(O,v~f), are nonzero over ellipsoids (S-~)'A(~-~) ~ t- f. Thus, an
upper bound v~f is put on the precision parameter T, and ~ values far from
the prior mean (in the metric induced by A) are allowed only for very
small values of t, i.e. for noisy data processes, or for large values of
v, i.e. densities close to Normality. Secondly, there is a lower bound on
the degrees of freedom of the Student t sampling process in (4.6), namely
v) k.e. Very thick (e.g. Cauchy) tails are ruled out. If the tails become
too thick, i.e. if v s k, even restricting the paremeter space of (~,S) no
longer suffices to obtain the same results for p(y,s) as in (4.3).
Even for very thick tails of (4.5), however, it is posaible to obtain
marginal equivalence (see Subsection 3.1) and thus mimic the Bayesian
results for y and ~, but then outside the natural conjugate framework
(4.1). For example, by Proposition 1 the Normal data density under the
Student-gamma prior,
d
P.(Y.S.~) ' fN(YIX~.~-1V) S(~Ie.S.A)fC(PIZ. ~), (4.6)
is marginally equivalent to the Student t data density with Student-beta
prior
P(Y.~.b) - fs(YIv,XS.tV-1) S( ~Ie.S.A)fB(ZI2, vZa, á)Pg(vI~)
~
(4.7)
where pg(vI~) is proper and only nonzero for v ) a) 0. Here we have one
more free hyperparameter than in the semi-conjugate prior (4.4), and,
therefore, v need not be related to k. If we also take d~ - d and
pg(vIa) - pg(v) we have prior independence between (t,v) and ~, and the
only remaining restriction on the parameter space will be that
2 E(O,v~d), which will become less binding i f pg(v) puts more mass on
large values of v.
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5. Conclusion
The use of Bayesian regression analysis in practice often relies
on Che Normal sampling model and its natural conjugate prior structure,
since this leads to predictive and posterior densities with convenient
properties. We ask whether the aspects which are typically of interest
carry over to the general class oF elliptical regression models. In parti-
cular, we examine the marginal equivalence for (y,p) of non-Normal ellip-
tical sampling models to the Normal model with a convenient gamma prior on
the precision factor 9~, which is natural conjugate given p. For linear
models, the specific prior structure that ensures marginal equivalence
under a fully natural-conjugate density for (g,~) in the Normal model is
called semi-conjugate. The latter is of particular interest since it com-
pletely preserves the very convenient predictive and posterior results for
~-
As already mentioned in Section 2, much stronger robustness re-
sults can be achieved if one allows for improper Jeffreys' type prior
densities on the nuisance precision parameter K of the elliptical model
(see Osiewalski and Steel 1990). However, the analysis is similar in the
sense that the difference between members of the elliptical class is en-
tirely isolated ín t. Under a Jeffreys' prior on T only the conditional
posterior on T is affected by the choice of elliptical sampling model and
the inference on (y,g) is the same whatever the model chosen. The price to
pay for restricting attention to proper prior femilies of the nuisance
parameter b-(Z,v) is that the robustness results are more modest. Not
just the posterior, but also the prior of b will now vary over elliptical
models. A specific prior linked to a particular non-Normal elliptical
model will exactly mimic the marginal results for (y,~e) that the natural
conjugate prior structure produces with the Normal model.
Differences in tail behaviour of the sampling model are entirely compen-
sated by the properties of the conditional prior of b. The Bayesian user
can then clearly isolate the consequences of deviating from Normality
within the elliptical class of sampling models. The effect of heavy tails
in the Student t case, for example, is neutralized by the beta form of
pg(t~p), which restricts the parameter space. In the case of truncated
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tails with uniformity over the interior of an ellipsoid, marginal equi-
valence requires an inverted beta density with a thicker tail than the
natural conjugate gamma prior. So both prior and posterior distributions
of b given g vary here with the choice of sampling model, allowing the
rest of the analysis to remain unaffected.
If a marginally equivalent model is acceptable to a practitioner,
she can simply base her inference concerning p and y on the standard for-
mulae and computer programs for the Normal model, even though she has
assumed a non-Normal elliptical data density. Especielly semi-conjugacy
can imply potentially severe restrictions, however, and a particular mem-
ber of the non-Normal elliptical class always needs to be selected. For
thcse rensons, we should advise the prnctitloner who wishes to deviate
from Normality to first consider using a Jeffreys' diffuse prior on the
precision parameter, before contemplating the use of a pcoper prior
density. Of course, if she has relatively strong prior information on the
properties of the error term, this should be included in the analysis and
then marginal equivalence may indeed prove very useful.
i5
Appendix. Probability density functions
A k-variate Normal density on x E K with mean vector b E K and PDS kxk
covariance matrix C:
fN(x~b.C) - [(2R)kICI]-}exp - 2 (x-b)~C-1(x-b).
A k-variate Student t density on x E K- with r) 0 degrees of freedom,
location vector b E Rk and PDS kxk precision matrix A:
r(r2k) ~ 1
-rZk
S(x~r.b.A) - r k~2 ~A~ [1 . r(x-b)'A(x-b)] .C(2)(rn)
A gamma density on z) 0 with a,b ) 0:
fG(z~8.b) - ba[C(a)~-lza-leXPí-bz).
A beta density on v E (O,c) with a,b ) 0:
f (v~a,b.c) - C(atb) (v)a-1(1 - v)b-1B cC(a)I'(b) c c
A three-parameter inverted beta or beta prime density on w) 0 with a,b,
c) 0[see Zellner (1971, p. 376)]:
f(w~a b c) - i( atb) (w)b-1(1 t w)-(atb)IB ci'(a)C'(b) c c
16
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